Lincoln proudly introduces the

Model 1134
Super Heavy-Duty
Pistol Grip Grease Gun
The new Lincoln Model 1134 delivers where
other grease guns fail. The cast aluminum head
and enclosed piston assembly work together
to produce a grease gun that withstands the abuse
of even the harshest lubrication environments.
While extremely durable, the 1134 is also
very comfortable. Its unique design and
special pivot angle significantly reduce
user fatigue.
This tool will quickly become a
“must have” for technicians everywhere.
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Features
Benefits
◆ Jam-proof handle return mechanism
◆ Rugged single piece head casting
◆ Includes both heavy-duty 18" flexible hose with coupler and rigid 4" tube
◆ Filler nipple / bleeder valve combination
◆ Variable stroke design delivers both high pressure and high volume
◆ Extra heavy follower spring ensures positive priming and uninterrupted pumping action
◆ Lincoln exclusive “flip over” follower eliminates grease bypass
◆ Three-way loading: cartridge, suction or bulk
◆ Develops up to 7500 PSI (517 Bar)

When it comes to quality lubrication products,
the right choice is Lincoln.
CONTENTS

Model 1163
Automatic Air Operated Grease Gun
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Features
Benefits
◆ Durable, long lasting motor with 55% fewer moving parts
than the Model 1160 it replaces
◆ Full automatic operation—cycles continuously when
trigger is pulled, self-priming
◆ Low operational noise
◆ Model 1218 flexible 18" high pressure hose*
◆ 40:1 ratio
◆ 6000 psi capability
◆ New high quality, PowerLuber family look: powder paint,
plated steel barrel with flip-over follower, fully automatic operation
◆ Air operating range 40 to 150 psi: CE certified, patent pending
* Longer hose lengths available separately (24" P/N 1224, 30" P/N 1230, 36" P/N 1236)

Model 1142
Heavy Duty Lever Grease Gun
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Features
Benefits
◆ Jam-proof toggle mechanism prevents binding or accidental bending of plunger
◆ Precision fit and hardened plunger prevent lubricant bypass,
resists scoring for longer life
◆ Rugged, cast iron pump head for strength and durability
◆ Follower rod locks into follower to force prime
◆ Exclusive “flip-over” follower allows a superior seal for
either cartridge or bulk loading applications.
◆ Extra-heavy follower spring insures positive priming and
uninterrupted pumping action
◆ Accessible check valve allows easy cleaning without gun disassembly
◆ Spacer located on follower rod handle prevents finger pinching
◆ Handy three-way loading by suction, filler pump or cartridge
◆ Longer handle for increased leverage
◆ Heavy gauge powder coated steel barrel
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